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Engineering for Sustainability
Maximizing efficiency while minimizing environmental impact

Today, many inkjet printers cost less than their cartridges, and
within a few years they will end up buried in a landfill or
polluting the atmosphere as toxic smoke. Industrial equipment
is increasingly designed and produced the same way: as a
disposable commodity. The user buys a cheap machine, but
then overspends on everything else: assembly, power usage,
parts, service, waste byproducts. When it breaks, it is thrown
away because it was designed to be unfixable within
reasonable cost. A cheaper machine is available in the
meantime - one even more compromised in quality. Who will
clean up the mess and pay for the damage?

Pneumofore stands for exactly the opposite approach. For three generations, the company has maintained the
central value of its founders: respect. Literally, respect means “looking back at a thing”, in the sense of regarding
and considering its value from the present perspective. It signifies appreciation for the quality of one’s relation to
something or someone. In the context of engineering with sustainability in mind, it means maximizing efficiency
while minimizing environmental impact. For any responsible producer, it especially means defending against
wasteful, inefficient technology that causes unnecessary cost and damage to all in the long term.
Since 1923, Pneumofore has manifested this respect by manufacturing nearly 40.000 air compressors and
vacuum pumps designed to operate for decades, to use less energy than other machines, and to be transparent
for the user. New or old, these machines are especially desirable in more remote areas with harsher conditions,
where independent operators value their sturdiness, ease of repair, ease of integration, low maintenance, and
continuous efficiency. After several hundreds of thousands of hours running at their first site, Pneumofore units
are easily overhauled for re-use and continue to provide unequaled savings.
How is this achieved? First, Pneumofore designs its systems without obsolescence: nearly every nonconsumable part is engineered to outlast a generation. Placing a long-lived machine in service saves energy and
reduces waste by eliminating the entire environmental impact of a replacement: disposal of the old, production of
the new, and transportation of both. Further, by not breaking down, reliable equipment benefits not only the
owner’s bottom line, it also saves energy otherwise spent on moving technicians, parts, or the whole machine.
More importantly, Pneumofore compressors and pumps use only a fraction of the operating energy consumed by
most competing machines. Generally, the cost of adsorbed power throughout a compressor or pump operating
life is in the order of 5-10 times the equipment purchase price and makes up 60-80% of the total life cycle cost.
With Pneumofore systems, the slightly higher purchase price is recuperated multiple times within the first decade
through energy savings alone, which is a clear long-term advantage to the user. This also contributes
significantly toward reducing emissions involved in power generation.
A typical Pneumofore scenario: To supply its IS machines with vacuum, a mid-size hollow glass plant has used
one 90 kW liquid ring pump (LRP) with a chiller and additional circulating pumps for water cooling. After ten
years, this system has come to its functional end as a result of fatal wear and tear on its many components. Over
the course of its operation, the LRP has consumed close to 7620 mWh, caused 10 system flushes, and
contaminated over 250.000 liters of water. Now, one air-cooled 75 kW Pneumofore rotary vane vacuum pump is
dropped in to do the same job. Over the course of 10 years, it will consume around 30% less energy, use no
water, require one oil change once a year (140 liters total) and perhaps a one-time routine service inspection.
The operational savings alone are on the order of 5,4 times the cost of purchasing the system. The ROI is less
than 19 months. The CO2 emissions savings are close to 1.140.000 Kg.
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In a similar instance, a different glass plant replaces three 60 kW liquid ring
pumps with two air-cooled 75 kW Pneumofore rotary vane vacuum pumps that
consume around 40% less energy and save around 3.360.000 Kg of CO2
emissions.
Both plants can continue in this manner with the same Pneumofore units for
several more ten-year cycles. Far down the line, they may eventually each
need 2 new bearings and a few other minor parts.
The key to this efficiency is Pneumofore’s core technology, the rotary vane air
end, which has been continuously improved through R&D and applied
experience over nearly a century. The high compression ratio of the rotary vane
principle and direct-coupling to the motor use far less operating energy than
most other compressor and pump designs, such as screw, piston, or liquid ring.
Other Pneumofore innovations further boost energy efficiency, like the intensive oil injection and tangential
vanes. By using air cooling through vertical radiators instead of water cooling, Pneumofore machines eliminate
not only the extra power use of water circulation, but also the consumption or contamination of water, which
may in turn cost further energy for disposal or cleanup.
The high durability of rotary vane machines results from the simplicity of this design. The air end itself and the
axial layout have few moving parts and turn at relatively low rotation speeds, compared to 3-4x higher with
rotary screw units. Low speed keeps friction, vibration, and temperature low throughout the system, which
means less cooling and less material degradation or stress.
Pneumofore’s environment-friendly stance is also reflected by its turnkey delivery. Encased in a sound-proof
cabin with a compact footprint and all components on board, each unit is shipped ready-to-use, requires no
foundation, and allows heat recovery. Its ease of operation and low maintenance additionally relieve plant
personnel.
And finally, Pneumofore’s own manufacturing process complies since 2002 with the strict ISO 14001: 04
Environmental Quality Certification. The company strives to reduce waste and use resources as efficiently as
possible across the board, from compact documentation with minimal paper to high-efficiency fleet vehicles.
From cradle to cradle, Pneumofore systems reduce
environmental impact across multiple levels: less material
and labor spent on installation, no water use, less
resources spent on spare parts and repairs, double or
more the longevity than other systems - and therefore less
disposal and replacement impact. But every Pneumofore
machine makes its highest contribution toward greater
sustainability by consuming minimal operating energy over
its long and steady lifetime.
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